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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECTS OF PROTOTYPE FIDELITY ON SOFTWARE USABILITY TESTING
Name: Catani, Michael, Bruno
University of Dayton, 2002
Advisor: Dr. David W. Biers
This study investigated the effect of prototype fidelity on the information obtained from a
usability test with potential users of a software product. Subjects engaged in a series of
structured tasks using one of three prototypes which emulated a Microsoft" Windows 95
based library search computer system and which differed only in their fidelity (low = paper;
medium = screen shots, high = interactive Visual Basic prototype). Results indicated there were
no significant differences as a function of prototype fidelity in either the number and severity of
problems encountered or in the subjective evaluation of the product. In addition, there was a
high degree of commonality in the specific problems uncovered by users using the three
prototypes. Other noteworthy results were that: (1) usability professionals (through informal
heuristics analysis of the high fidelity prototype) and users differed in the incidence and
commonality of problems identified, and (2) usability professionals did not agree in their ratings
of problem severity.
These results support the contention that one can extract as much information from a
usability test using paper prototypes as with prototypes of much higher fidelity. With an astute
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and active facilitator playing the role of the computer, the user does not necessarily need to
directly manipulate the interface nor does she/he need an aesthetically appealing interface for
useful information to be extracted from the evaluation.
The fact that users and usability professionals differed in the incidence and commonality
of problems identified is not surprising in that users were given a set of structured tasks whereas
the usability professionals were free to explore the interface (informal and unstructured). At the
very least, this difference indicates the need for both users and usability professionals to evaluate
any given software product.
The lack of agreement among usability professionals in their ratings of problem severity
could be attributed to methodological inadequacies (lack of operational definitions, training, and
interaction with the interface at time of rating) or to real differences in perceptions of problem
severity based upon their experience. The implication is that the usability community must take
care in using severity ratings obtained by usability professionals to make judgments about which
problems to fix.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Usability tests are traditionally employed by software developers to test the ease of
use of computer software. The data collected from such tests are very valuable since they
effect the design of software in development. At earlier stages in the design process,
usability tests are performed on prototypes that emulate the look and feel of the actual
software application. A software prototype is usually a preliminary version or simulation of
an application’s user interface. The usability practitioners perfonning these tests must
decide on the appropriate level of fidelity for their prototype. They could choose a low
fidelity prototype such as paper drawings of the computer screens or a high fidelity
prototype that is implemented on a computer and closely emulates the look and feel of the
actual product. This is an important decision that may affect the cost of developing these
prototypes. Lower fidelity prototypes are easier and cheaper to build, but are criticized due
to their dissimilarity to an actual software application. A higher fidelity prototype may
appear and function as an actual software application, but they are often criticized for the
vast amount of resources that may be required to construct them. Though the differences
between a lower and higher fidelity prototype are certain, it remains uncertain on how the
2implementation of each of these types of prototypes would affect the outcome of a
software usability test.
This study was designed to investigate the effect of prototype fidelity on the
information obtained from a usability test. It was hoped that results from this study would
aid usability practitioners in deciding on the amount of resources they should invest for their
software prototypes.
Usability Testing
Usability, or ease of use, means that people using a software product can quickly
and easily accomplish their own tasks (Dumas and Redish, 1993). The traditional means
for testing the ease of use of computer software is the usability test. Usability testing
involves a software platform being evaluated while actual users perform real-life tasks. It is
hoped that through testing, aspects of the system that impede usability and add difficulty to
task completion may be discovered and eventually corrected. It is anticipated that the end
result of carefully controlled usability tests will be a software product that not only allows
the intended users to perform the types of tasks they require of such a system, but allows
the tasks to be performed with relative ease and without complication or confusion.
Usability is an important factor defining the desirability of a computer product that make
ease of use testing important to software development companies. Dumas and Redish
(1993) have identified four required components of any software usability test - subjects,
3tasks, multiple measures, and data analysis. Each of these four components is described
below.
Subjects
The most critical requirement of a usability test is that the subjects, or participants,
represent real users. Participants are usually chosen based upon their previous exposure to
the type of tasks the testing software performs, in addition to their likely representation of
potential users of the software application. For instance, if the software to be tested were
to assist the user in searching and filing patent information, the ideal participants would
probably be patent attorneys, law firm librarians, or employees of The United States Patent
Office. Additionally, participants should have the same experience level as the actual users.
If participants possess more or less experience than real users, “improvements” may be
made to the user interface that decreases the usability for actual users.
Tasks
Another important characteristic of usability tests is that participants perform real
tasks. These “real” tasks must emulate tasks that the actual users may perform in the “real
world” at their jobs or in their homes (Aucella, 1989). The tasks performed during the
usability test are usually defined by the usability practitioner after an understanding of the
actual user’s relevant jobs and tasks has been achieved. The actual tasks included in the
test may be tailored around usability concerns that developers or test administrators may
4have about the software application. In addition to having the users perform real tasks, test
participants should also be able to perform those tasks with the same resources that would
be available to them in the real world setting. This may include relevant documentation and
any online help systems planned for the final software. Other real world resources such as
fellow workers and computer manuals would not be included in the tests unless they had
direct relevance to the software being tested.
Multiple Measures
An additional usability test characteristic is the usability practitioner’s responsibility
to observe and record what the test participants do and say. Whether this is performed in
real time or from a videotape of the usability test, records on the actions and comments of
the users during the test become the only raw data that a practitioner will bring away from
the test.
Data usually includes three variables: user performance, user satisfaction, and user
verbal protocols (Biers, 1989). There are a number of user performance metrics: whether
or not tasks were completed, the accuracy of completed tasks, the time to complete tasks,
the number of keystrokes, mouse clicks, or computer interactions required to perform
tasks, the time required to recover from an error, or the number of problems the user
encounters when using the software application. Performance measures of these types are
fairly easy to obtain since they are unobtrusive to the participants and may be collected
through mere observation.
5User satisfaction is another important data source collected from a usability test.
These data are usually obtained through the use of a questionnaire administered either
immediately after the participant has completed a task or at the end of the usability test to
have the user evaluate the entire software application. The questionnaire may be short,
employing a simple Likert scale inquiring on a small number of system attributes or a more
sophisticated questionnaire such as the QUIS (Questionnaire for User Interface
Satisfaction), developed by Chin, Diehl, and Norman (1988). The QUIS measures 27
system attributes on 10-point scales. When using questionnaires to measure user
satisfaction, it is important that they not be administered until the user has used the system
to perform actual tasks.
These questionnaires are an important, indirect method of testing a user interface.
Though the data collected for any one user is purely subjective in nature, when combined
and averaged with the responses of many users, the result is a powerful, quantifiable overall
measure of user satisfaction.
Though usability issues may be uncovered through performance measures alone, it
may be important to analyze performance results in context of the subjective measures of
satisfaction. It has been found that even if a software package yields favorable results from
a usability test based on performance measures, it may be used infrequently, if at all, due to
the user’s dissatisfaction with the system and its interface (Chin, Diehl, and Norman,
1988).
6The opposite effect may also occur. For example Biers (1989), while testing the
usability of a windows interface, found that half of the subjects rated the software as being
either good or excellent despite the fact that only one out of every six subjects was able to
successful complete the tasks of the usability test. For these reasons it is desirable to take
both performance and subjective satisfaction measures when conducting usability tests.
The third variable measure obtained from a usability test utilizes the participants’
verbalizations. Participants’ verbalizations during a usability test provide insight into the
user’s mental model of how the software application is operating. A variety of methods
which exist to assist in the elicitation, collection, and recording of verbalization data include:
1) Having the participant think out loud (i.e. verbalize what they are thinking while
performing the tasks), 2) Intervening while the participant is performing tasks and probing
into any particular problems they might be having, and 3) Probing the users after task
completion.
The thinking-out-loud method requires test participants to verbalize their thought
process as they are performing the tasks of the usability test. These verbalizations may refer
to why the user is making a choice, which choice they are making, what elements of the
interface they are attending to, and what they think results of an alternative decision, such
as clicking on button “B” instead of “A”, might be. The qualitative record of the user’s
verbalization may provide insight into the reasoning behind the participant’s actions. Some
problems do exist with this verbalization method. All too often, the verbalizations are too
7infrequent. Users are not used to verbalizing their thoughts when they perform tasks and
consequently forget that they are supposed to be thinking out loud. Also, verbalizations
tend to be at a low level in terms of their value to usability practitioners. Hackman and
Biers (1992) suggested that user verbalizations tended to be more narrative of the actions
the users were performing rather than being descriptive about the thought process and
strategy employed during task completion. For these reasons, it is sometimes necessary for
the experimenter to intervene, reminding the user to think out loud in addition to probing
into possible problems.
Test administrator intervention is another means used to obtain information from a
user about problems that they may be experiencing with a software package. At times
deemed appropriate by the usability test administrator, either while the tasks are being
performed or after task completion, the user would be asked questions about trouble they
may be having. The objective is to elicit information about certain problems from the user.
If the user appeared to be having problems, the test administrator may probe as to what
the user was attempting to do and what they expected to happen.
There are criticisms of the use of intervention as an elicitation technique in usability
tests. The test administrator inquiries sometimes interrupt the ‘natural’ flow of using the
software. Frequently, the user must stop the task being performed to explain a problem to
the test administrator. Having to stop and explain one’s self and the problems being
encountered is not how an actual application is used and could draw attention to problems
that may give the user a negative impression of the software’s usability. Subsequently,
subjective usability ratings by the user may be reduced (Held and Biers, 1989).
To overcome some problems associated with experimenter intervention,
videotapes may be used to capture the verbalizations of the test participant. Analysis of
videotapes is important in deriving empirical measures. Videotaping allows participant’s
verbalizations to be associated with their physical actions and their interactions with the
software application. Typically this is achieved by simultaneous video monitoring of the
subject, the computer display, and possibly any documentation, and the keyboard. This
allows an experimenter to be less intrusive, affording him the ability to go back and review
the session for any elements requiring clarification. Videotaping, though a very common
practice employed during usability tests, has problems associated with data analysis.
Because of the large amount of information captured by the videotapes, a single hour of
video may take up to 10 hours to analyze (Nielsen, 1993). This time can be moderately
reduced if the testing facilities are equipped with the ability to time stamp videotape every
time the participant encounters a problem. However cumbersome, videotaping usability
testing sessions remains an important method to promote a reliable outcome.
Constructing a usability test that employs thinking-out-loud, experimenter probing,
and videotaping may result in an optimal procedure for collecting verbal data. Though all
these methods have their criticisms, they collectively remain some of the most widely used
techniques employed in software usability tests.
9Data Analysis
The final important characteristic of a usability test is the analysis of all the data.
Typically, quantitative and qualitative data can be compiled to catalog a software
application’s usability problems and assist in the correction of these problems with
evidence that supports the identification of problems. This is unique to the usability testing
paradigm because other techniques such as heuristic evaluation fail to utilize any empirical
measures.
Prototype Fidelity
Companies responsible for the development of software products test the usability
of their products at different stages of their development (Mills, 1986; Morgan, 1986; Ray,
1989; and Shackel, 1983). Over the years, the companies and organizations performing
these tests have started usability evaluations earlier in the design process in hopes of
addressing possible usability problems before they appear in later iterations or even the
final product. Discovering usability problems earlier in the design process will ultimately
save the software producer money and valued resources that would eventually be spent
correcting the problems. Depending upon the stage of development, various methodologies
may be employed during usability testing. This includes, but is not limited to the type of
prototype used during testing.
To test a software product before it is complete, prototypes of the product are
used during the usability test. A prototype may be a preliminary version or simulation of a
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products user interface that represents it’s basic layout, functionality, and overall
organization. In other words, the prototype will simulate the display changes and feedback
that would occur if the actual system were being used. This provides designers and users a
“hands-on” feel for the product before it is fully developed and released (Dumas and
Redish, 1993).
In the earlier years of software design, there was no easy way to simulate the look
and feel of software (Dumas and Redish, 1993). Creating a functional software prototype
was almost as cumbersome as writing the programming code for the actual product. Due to
the extensive amount of coding involved in creating a prototype, and the fact that the
coding in the prototype was of the same nature as that which would be used in the final
product, designers could not conceive of creating an interface that was separate from the
actual product (Edmonds, 1993). However, in recent years, tools such as Microsoft Visual
Basic, Director, and Borland’s Delphi have made it much easier to build higher fidelity
prototypes that use the computer as their platform.
Virzi (1989) defined fidelity as the extent to which a person cannot distinguish a
prototype from the final system. High fidelity prototypes tend to be the closest in look and
feel to the actual system. Generally, these prototypes offer the user a high degree of
interactivity, which is advantageous because the user can operate the prototype as if they
were using the actual product. High fidelity prototypes will usually support the same type of
input devices, such as a keyboard or mouse, as the final product. Additionally the
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prototype will respond to inputs in a manner that generally represents the feedback of the
actual system. A serious consideration when building high-fidelity prototypes is the
substantial resource investment required to produce them. The resources needed to build a
prototype are solely dependent upon the amount of functionality and aesthetic
consideration required of the prototype.
Though they are much easier to build today, higher fidelity prototypes still require
more resources to build than other methods of prototyping. This is probably one of the
greatest shortcomings of high fidelity prototypes. Due to the considerable programming
effort that is required, there is a limitation on who may design the computer interface. Many
user-interface designers may not possess the programming skills required to produce a high
fidelity prototype. Additionally, because of the extra time and resources needed to build
them, these prototypes may lose their value, especially early in the design cycle, when
multiple design approaches are explored. For these reasons, it may be best to not employ a
high fidelity prototype to identify conceptual approaches.
Prototypes used in usability testing do not necessarily have to be high fidelity. Data
may be obtained through a usability test utilizing lower fidelity paper mockups as the
prototype (Neilsen, 1990). Such mock-ups are constructed using paper and pencil
techniques. Windows controls such as buttons, scroll bars, and list boxes may simply be
hand drawn without attention to symmetry and alignment. Pop-up menus and message
boxes may be represented on post-it type notes that are applied to the drawn computer
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screens. The participant would use these paper computer screens and pretend that they
were using the actual product to complete tasks in the usability test. This type of prototype
is made functional by a human experimenter, who must act as the computer, presenting
different screens in response to the participant’s interactions with the prototype.
Paper prototypes have some advantages over the higher fidelity computer based
prototypes. The ease and speed with which paper mock-ups can be built is one of their
more attractive qualities. Because a limited investment of resources is required to build a
low-fidelity prototype, they may be utilized very early in the development cycle when
multiple design approaches are still being evaluated. These prototypes have the further
advantage of requiring little to no programming skills on behalf of the interface designer.
Low fidelity prototypes have the additional ability to be expeditiously designed, built, and
tested. Rettig (1994) evaluated an exercise where teams of interface designers competed
to create an interface for a walk up kiosk. The interface was intended to take an order for
an automated fast food restaurant. All the teams employed the low fidelity, paper
prototyping technique. In a six hour period, team members were able to learn the
prototyping technique, design an interface, build the prototype, conduct usability tests, and
measurably improve on the original design. Comparatively, if the teams were to utilize high-
fidelity prototypes, the six hour time period would have barely been enough time for the
participants to familiarize themselves with the prototyping tool.
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One criticism of lower fidelity prototypes is the need for an experimenter to interact
with the user. Interacting in this manner may interrupt the task flow of the user. An
additional criticism of the lower fidelity models is their inability to convey actual functionality
due to their inability to react directly to the users actions. A low fidelity prototype, for
example, cannot show another window when the user clicks on a button. This is because
there is no actual button to click, no mouse to click it with, and no underlying programming
that would control the display of new windows. The prototype may simply be drawings on
pieces of paper. These factors combine to question the effectiveness of low fidelity
prototypes in software usability tests.
Although several studies have compared usability testing methodologies (Desurvire
et. al., 1991; Desurvire et. al., 1992; Jeffries et. al., 1991; Lewis, Polsen, Rieman, and
Wharton, 1990; and Nielsen and Molich, 1990), there is no known research on the
effectiveness of a prototype, with respect to fidelity, during a software usability test of a
computer-based application. Nielsen (1990) and Virzi et. al. (1996) published the only
known studies that compare software prototypes based on fidelity.
Nielsen (1990) investigated the effects of prototype fidelity on the outcome of a
heuristic evaluation. Heuristic evaluation, as described by Nielsen and Molich (1990) is an
informal method of usability analysis in which a number of evaluators, usually usability
practitioners, are presented with an interface design and asked to comment on it. This
method is very different than a usability test in that there are no actual users involved and
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actual tasks are not necessarily being performed on the prototypes. Heuristic evaluations
do have benefits over a traditional usability test. Due to the fact that in-house usability
experts may perform the evaluations, it is a valuable method for improving an interface
when resources are constrained. Since actual tasks do not need to be performed during a
heuristic evaluation, this method may be employed at early stages of the design process
when the only prototypes available may be paper mockups. Obvious problems, to a
usability practitioner, can be quickly identified and fixed before they appear in the later
development stages.
Nielsen had two groups of evaluators each evaluate either a computer-based or
paper-based prototype of an existing application. He found that for the 50 usability
problems present in both a low and high fidelity prototype, different types of problems
were identified depending upon the prototype being evaluated. Nielsen categorized the 50
base problems as being either major or minor. Evaluators of the computer-based prototype
tended to identify more major usability problems, while the evaluators of the paper
prototype tended to identify more minor problems. Though Nielsen’s study sheds light on
the effects of prototype fidelity on heuristic evaluation, it did not examine how high and low
fidelity prototypes affect the outcome of an actual usability test.
Unlike Nielsen, Virzi et. al. (1996) investigated the effects of prototype fidelity on
the outcome of a usability test, not a heuristic evaluation. Virzi conducted two experiments.
In the first experiment, two groups of users participated in a usability test of a portable
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electronic-book device running an abridged encyclopedia. One group used the actual
device while the other used paper mockups of the device. In the second experiment, the
two groups used a high and low fidelity version of an Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
system for a telephone service provider. One group used an actual IVR that would allow
users to setup telephone services such as call waiting, caller ID, and call screening. The
other group used a mockup of the system that employed an experimenter to play the part
of the computer on the other end of the phone line. In both experiments, Virzi found no
difference in the number of problems identified in a usability test as a function of prototype
fidelity. Though Virzi’s study investigated the effects of prototype fidelity on the outcome of
a usability test, he performed these studies with prototypes of applications that did not
reside on a personal computer. Participants were interacting with an electronic book device
or a telephone keypad, not a personal computer with a keyboard and a mouse. It is
uncertain if some usability problems uncovered during his tests could be attributed to the
hardware being used.
The Present Study
There is no known research investigating how different levels of prototype fidelity
affect the identification of user-interface problems in a software usability test. The purpose
of the present study was to fill that void, to examine how prototype fidelity affects the
outcome of software usability tests. More specifically, this study was designed to examine
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how user interactions and subjective evaluations vary as a function of whether a high,
medium, or low fidelity prototype is utilized in a usability test.
For the purpose of this study, the prototypes were constructed with usability
problems in mind, and these problems were purposely built into the prototype. The
prototypes emulated a Microsoft Windows 95 based library search system and differed
only in their fidelity.
Three levels of prototype fidelity were utilized in the present study. The high fidelity
prototype was an interactive, computer based, graphical user interface (GUI) simulation
that appeared to function as an actual library search system. The medium fidelity prototype
was a non-interactive slide show of the different computer screens present in the library
search system. This differed from the high fidelity prototype in that the user could not
directly interact with the system. When the test participant indicated an input to the system,
either through verbalization or by pointing their finger, the test administrator then flipped
through the screens and displayed the screen that would appear if this were a functioning
system. Finally, the low fidelity prototype consisted of a collection of static “screens”, or
windows, created by paper and pencil techniques, which offered no functionality or
interactivity. The screens were manipulated in much the same manner as the medium fidelity
prototype. The difference here was that the “screens” in the medium fidelity prototype were
displayed on the computer monitor and those in the low fidelity prototype were constructed
and displayed on paper or cardboard.
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Prior to the usability test, five usability practitioners evaluated the high fidelity
prototype and identified the problems with the user interface. The usability practitioners
then rated the problems on their severity as either being major or minor in their ability to
impede task completion. The result was a documentation of the known problems that were
identified as being present in the prototypes. This was the baseline from which to compare
the number of usability problems identified by the subjects during the usability tests.
Problems that subjects identified that were not previously identified by the usability
practitioners were added to the list of known problems and were later rated on their
severity by the usability practitioners.
If Nielsen’s (1990) results are applicable to usability tests and not limited to
heuristic evaluation, it would be expected that different types of problems would be more
readily identified depending on the prototype being used. Because the high fidelity
prototype allows functional interactivity, it was expected that test participants utilizing this
prototype might focus more on the major problems associated with their interaction with
this system. Participants utilizing the low fidelity prototype cannot interact with it and must
evaluate it one “screen” at a time. Under these conditions, it was expected that subjects
might scrutinize the architecture and design of each screen independent of the entire system.
This would lead to an abundance of minor problems being identified in the low fidelity
prototype. If Virzi’s (1996) results apply, it would be expected that there would be no
difference in the number of problems uncovered by participants in each fidelity group.
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Since user experience has been found to be a moderating variable in usability
testing, it was included as a control variable in this study. Test participants were blocked
based on experience level in order to control for it and gain greater generalizability. It was
anticipated that users possessing a lower overall level of experience with computers in
general would encounter more problems during the usability test than experienced users.
Having a context against which to make judgments, users with more experience may
encounter fewer problems, but, may identify and verbalize their problems better than the
less experienced users. This difference illustrates why test participants of different
experience levels were included in the present study.
19
CHAPTER II
METHOD
Participants
Two different categories of participants were used in the present study—usability
test participants and usability professionals.
Usability Test Participants
Thirty undergraduate students of the University of Dayton participated in a usability
test of a prototype library search system. Test participants were recruited from an
introductory psychology class and received two research credits for their participation.
Participants were blocked based on their level of general computer experience and then
assigned randomly to one of the three experimental groups. The participant’s computer
experience was assessed through the use of a telephone screening questionnaire (Appendix
A) administered prior to the inclusion of that participant in the study. When participants
arrived for the study, they were given a user profile questionnaire (Appendix B) to verily
their level of general computer experience.
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Usability Professionals
Five usability professionals participated as software evaluators in this study. They
were employed with a large online information service company based in Dayton, Ohio.
The usability professionals were recruited from the Usability Engineering department within
the company and varied in their level of professional experience within the field of software
usability. The least experienced professional had worked in the field for three years, while
the most experienced had been in the field for nine years.
Design
This study was a one-way between-subjects design in which the fidelity level of the
prototype (high, medium, and low) was manipulated. Under all three conditions, Test
participants performed structured task scenarios on the library system prototype in the
presence of an experimenter/test facilitator.
Materials
Prototypes
The prototypes being tested emulated a Microsoft Windows 95 based library
search system. This system, named Psych Search, functioned much like current library
search systems such as Psych Info and Info Trac. The system allowed users to search a
database of publications by subject, keyword, author, and title. Searches could be
manipulated in a manner that is consistent with features available to users of other library
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search systems. Users additionally had the ability to view search results and could modify a
variety of viewing options. Result sets could be browsed, marked, and eventually
downloaded or printed.
The high and medium fidelity software prototypes used in the usability tests were
developed using Microsoft Visual Basic 4.0. Visual Basic is a fourth generation
programming tool that allows for graphical, object oriented programming of Windows
interfaces.
The high fidelity prototype (Appendix C) was the most functional and interactive of
the three. It had the ability to react directly to user input from both the mouse and
keyboard, in addition to providing feedback to the user. This prototype appeared to be a
product that was actually performing real searches. This was the first prototype that was
built. The medium and low fidelity prototypes were based on the design of this high fidelity
version.
The medium fidelity prototype (Appendix C) was a collection of non-interactive
“screen-shots” of the library interface that are presented on the computer display. The
“screen-shots” were captured from the different screens that collectively made up the high
fidelity version. The difference between the medium and high fidelity prototypes was found
in the reduced level of interaction allowed and functionality provided by the high fidelity
version. This prototype appeared as a slide show presented on a computer, not allowing
the user to have any direct interactions with it. Instead of clicking on the “OK” button and
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having the software application react to it, as is the case in the high fidelity prototype, the
user of the medium fidelity version had to indicate to the test facilitator that they would hit
the “OK” button in this circumstance. The test facilitator would then display the
appropriate screen on the monitor in response to that action. It is important to note, though,
that even though the user had control over what screen was displayed next, the control was
limited. The screens in the medium fidelity level were all static, which meant for example
that user input in the form of search requests could not be entered. In response, the
computer’s “feedback” of the search results was always the same, no matter what the user
intended as the output.
The low fidelity prototype (Appendix D) utilized the same level of interaction,
functionality, and feedback as the medium fidelity version. The difference between the two
was that the low fidelity prototype consisted of drawings of the computer screens
presented on paper. The test facilitator was then required to present the screens manually
to the users in response to their intended inputs. All the “screens” were hand drawn, had a
rough look to them, and were individually placed on pieces of 8 1/2 X 11 paper. Post-it
type notes, white out, and scribbles are sometimes present on the screens. All of the low
fidelity screens contain representations of the same controls and text that are present in the
high and medium fidelity prototype.
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Questionnaires
The Telephone Screening questionnaire was administered over the telephone to
possible subjects to determine their level of Windows based computer experience and
domain experience with library searching. This questionnaire was a shorter version of the
User Profile questionnaire and was used as a tool to assign subjects to the blocked
randomization schedule prior to the testing session. The User Profile questionnaire was
administered to the subjects at the beginning of the study to verify the subject’s experience
level. Experience level was determined based on the number of basic Windows features
the subject reported previously utilizing and the reported frequency of computer use by the
subject. These Windows features were: (1) use of File Manager or Windows Explorer and
Control Panel, (2) switching back and forth between applications, (3) moving and re-sizing
Windows, (4) copying and pasting from one application to another, (5) configuring and
installing printer and communications utilities, (6) modifying INI files, and (7) switching from
a DOS application to another application in Windows without exiting or closing the DOS
program. It had been previously determined by Biers (1995) that experienced users had
utilized two or more of these features in addition to enlisting the use of a computer more
than one time a week. Less experienced users had utilized none or at best one of these
features in addition to indicating that they use a computer less than one time a week.
User satisfaction data was collected at the end of the study using a questionnaire
designed to rate subjective satisfaction with a software interface (Appendix E). The
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Subjective Evaluation questionnaire was based upon the QUIS (Questionnaire for User
Interface Satisfaction), developed by Chin, Diehl, and Norman (1988). The questionnaire
utilized in this study measured 14 system attributes on a 10-point scale. Subjects were
asked to evaluate general aspects of the prototype as well as specific aspects directly
related to the tasks being performed in the study.
Lab Facilities
This study was conducted at the University of Dayton Information Systems
Laboratory. This lab is specifically designed for software usability testing. The lab is divided
into two areas, a user testing room and a control room (Figure 1). The user testing room
was configured to appear as a typical office setting and included a table on which a
computer and a microphone were placed.
The control room, which accommodates the equipment for observation and
recording of the testing session, is separated from the user testing room by a large one-way
mirror. A video camera was situated in the control room and was focused through the
mirror on the computer monitor and keyboard in the testing room.
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Figure 1 - Usability Lab
Procedure
The procedure consisted of four distinct stages—usability problem identification by
usability professionals, screening and assignment of test participants, conduct of the
usability test session, and formation of the final problem list and ratings of problem severity
by usability professionals.
Initial Problems Identification by Usability Professionals
Five Usability Professionals with a range of experience were asked to identify as
many usability problems as they could in the high fidelity prototype. The high fidelity
prototype was used because it contains all the functionality and features available in all
three fidelity levels of the prototype. Each usability professional independently interacted
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with the high fidelity prototype for approximately two hours and noted any problems they
encountered or saw. The professionals had access to the task scripts used by the test
participants, but were not required to use them. Once all of the usability practitioners
evaluated the prototype, all of the identified problems were categorized and compiled into
a master list. This list formed the basis of a checklist that the test facilitator used during the
usability testing session to facilitate recording usability problems encountered by test
participants.
Screening and Assignment
A sign-up sheet describing this study was posted in the University of Dayton
Department of Psychology. Students who signed-up were called on the telephone and
given the telephone screening questionnaire to determine whether they could participate
and what experimental group they would be assigned. If students had no experience with
Microsoft Windows, they were not included in the study. Those who participated were
assigned to two groups based upon their level of computer experience: low or high.
Test participants were assigned to the low experience block if they used a
computer less than one time a week and utilized less than two of the basic Windows
features identified in the user profile questionnaire. Subjects who used a computer one or
more times a week and utilized more than two of the basic Windows features were
assigned to the high experience user group. The subjects of each experience level were
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randomly assigned to one of three prototype conditions using a blocked randomization
schedule. This procedure resulted in three low and seven high experience students being
assigned to each prototype condition.
Usability Testing Session
The test participant first completed the User Profile questionnaire to verify their
general computer experience level. Subsequently the test facilitator read the general
instructions (Appendix F) to the participant. Participants were then told that their task was
to evaluate a prototype of a new library search computer system. They were told that they
would perform typical search tasks on the prototype and would be asked to identify any
problems that they encountered. The participants were asked to think-out-loud while they
performed the tasks in order to assist the experimenter with problem identification. Test
participants were told that a questionnaire involving their subjective impression of the
software prototype would be administered upon completion of the tasks. Participants
additionally had their attention drawn to the cameras and lights, and resemblance of the
testing environment to a video studio. It was explained that the cameras would be merely
used for capturing potential problems that they may have experienced. The facilitator then
emphasized that the focus of this evaluation was on the software and not on the subject.
The test participants were read the instructions for the particular condition
(Appendix G) to which they were randomly assigned. Participants in the high fidelity
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condition were informed to interact with the prototype as if it were any fully functional
Windows based computer program. Those participants in the medium and low fidelity
conditions were told that they must indicate to the facilitator what actions they want to
make and then the facilitator would initiate the prototype’s response to that indicated
action.
After the instructions for the particular prototype condition were read, the
participants engaged in four typical library search tasks (Appendix H), one task at a time,
in the order in which they are presented. The first two tasks (tasks A and B) required the
participant to initiate a library search, modify the source selection, and set limits to that
search. The second two tasks (tasks C and D) asked the participant to initiate search
requests, modify those requests, combine searches, and indicate view options. In the fourth
task (task D), participants were additionally asked to view the results of a search, browse
the result answer set, mark relevant documents, and print those documents. Since the later
tasks build upon experience gained from performing the earlier tasks, it was important for
tasks to be performed in this set order. The same tasks were given to participants subjects
in all three conditions.
Though participants were asked to try to complete all the tasks on their own, they
were eventually given help if they ran into problems. If the participant perfonned an action
that impeded the completion of a task, the facilitator noted the problem and the
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experimenter informed the participant of the correct action needed to continue with task
completion.
It was expected that all four tasks would be completed in approximately an hour. If
a task could not be completed in 15 minutes, the participant was asked to move on to the
next task. During task completion, if necessary, participants were reminded to think-out-
loud while they worked. It was important that the subjects identify, through verbalization,
any problems that they are having while they were engaged in the tasks.
The facilitator recorded participant verbalization of problems and actual problems
that were encountered using the problem checklist as a guide. The problem checklist was
originally prepared from the list of problems identified by the usability professionals. This
was done to facilitate real-time recording of problems. As new problems were
encountered by test participants, they were added to the problem checklist.
Upon completion of the tasks, the test participants were asked to complete the
subjective evaluation questionnaire. Participants were then asked to read the Debriefing
form (Appendix I). The entire procedure lasted no longer than two hours for each subject.
Final List of Problems and
Rating of Problem Severity by Usability Professionals
The original list of problems noted by the usability professionals in their heuristic
inspection (problem checklist) was appended to include the new problems uncovered
during the usability test to form a master list (Appendix J). At the conclusion of the usability
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tests, this master list was then returned to the professionals in the form of a severity rating
questionnaire (Appendix K), so they could indicate the severity of each problem on a five-
point scale. Screen shots of the prototype were available for their inspection while they
made these ratings. A low score, one or two, indicated that the problem was minor in its
effect on the systems usability. A high score, three or four, indicated that the problem was
major. A score of zero indicated that the professional evaluator didn't feel that the listed
problem was actually a problem at all. The severity ratings were later inter-correlated to
check for agreement among the professional evaluators.
Dependent Measures
There were three major categories of dependent measures employed in the present
study. The first involved the frequency of the problems encountered by the participants in
the three fidelity groups and the overlap of the problem space of the three fidelity groups
with that of the usability professionals. The second category involved ratings of problem
severity by the usability professionals and the severity of problems that were uncovered in
the three fidelity groups. The third category involved the subjective usability evaluations by
the participants in each of the three fidelity groups.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
The results are organized into three sections that represent the major sources
of data for the study. The first section is based upon the frequency and nature of the 
problems encountered by the participants and those identified by usability 
professionals. The second section presents data involving the severity of problems 
that were uncovered. The third presents results of the subjective usability evaluations 
by the participants in each of the three fidelity groups.
Frequency of Problems Identified and Experienced
This section is divided into four parts. The first part defines the problem
space by presenting a general summary of the problems encountered. The second
part examines differences in the total number of problems encountered by the three
fidelity groups. The third part focuses on the differences in individual problems 
identified among the fidelity groups and between the participants and the usability 
professionals. The last part examines the correspondence in the most frequent
problems identified by the different groups.
The Problem Space
There were a total of 99 different usability problems uncovered in the study, with a 
problem being defined as a design implementation that impeded the usability of the
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product user-interface. As shown in Figure 2, the usability professionals identified
65 of the problems and the usability test participants experienced 83 of the problems. 
Forty-nine of the problems were uncovered by the professionals and the test 
participants, 16 by the professionals only, and 34 by the test participants only.
Table 1 presents a list of the 99 problems organized by design element. 
Additionally, the table indicates whether the usability professionals, the test 
participants, or both identified each problem.
Total Number of Problems as a Function of Fidelity
As seen in Figure 3, the mean number of total problems encountered was 
24.8, 29.4, and 28.0 for users in the low, medium, and high fidelity groups 
respectively. Although there was a slight trend for users in the low fidelity group to 
experience fewer problems, there was no significant difference in the number of 
problems encountered by the users in the three fidelity groups (F(2,27) = 1.27, p = 
.297).
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Table 1
Individual Problem Identification by Professionals and Participants
Problems Professionals Participants
MDI Parent Window
1. Starting point not clear X X
2. Menu bar labels are unclear X X
3. "Old Search" is unclear X X
4. "Research" as menu item is unclear X
5. "Save Search", unclear what is saving X X
6. Using "Exit" to dismiss active window X
7. Menu items don't emulate toolbar X
Main Window
8. Toolbar icons are confusing X X
9. Hard to differentiate between function of "Narrow" search and "Limit" X X
search as described by icons and tips
10. Viewer button mistaken as "View Options" X
11. Can’t tell if some icons are grayed or not X X
12. Column Headers are not grayed and look functional, Unsure of their X X
function
13. Poor placement of ToolTips (lower left corner) X X
14. ToolTips are not clear X X
15. Combine search brings up new dialog box when expectancy is to multi- X X
select then hit the button
16. Print Configuration and "Print" do the same thing X X
17. "Clear Search" button clears all searches and not just selected ones X X
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Problems Professionals Participants
18. No confirmation for Clear Search X X
19. When results come back, no indication of what to do next, unclear X
20. Static Result documents may be in-place edited X
21. Results from Narrow search or Limit search don’t indicate feedback of X X
original narrow term or limits
22. Not clear that you must Select (Highlight) objects before manipulating X
them.
23. No field to type into. Subjects want to type. X
24. Function of ToolTip help is not clear (not moving arrow to get help) X
25. When Item is not selected, Limit/Narrow default to first item in list X
26. Column Header labels not clear X
Search Form Dialog Box
27. Uncertainty on whether you may enter only one search term per text X X
box
28. Number of Words Between-which terms does it apply to? X
29. Not clear on how to set date or other restrictions (search options) from X X
here.
30. When returning from a Limit Search, doesn’t show the limits that have X X
been applied (No Feedback).
31. When returning from a Combine, Limit, or Narrow search, should not be X X
able to edit the search term(s)
32. Title bar label is inconsistent with ToolTips from main screen X X
33. "Options" button is not clear that it sets limits X X
34. Confusing instructions X X
35. Boolean connector combo box is not clear on its function X
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Problems Professionals Participants
36. Upon returning from this screen (from setting "Options") after putting
two (or more) Boolean strings in two (or more) of the text boxes, the
terms are put together in the first text box
Search Options Dialog Box
X
37. All checkbox is improperly used because it clears the other
checkboxes.
X X
38. Delete is not grayed when nothing is in the right list box X
39. Add is not grayed when nothing is in the left list box X
40. There is focus on both list boxes (something can be highlighted in both) X X
41. Selections do not stay highlighted when they are added or deleted.
User doesn’t decide when the highlight goes away...the system does.
X X
42. The function of "Add" and "Delete" is not clear X X
43. The function of "Done" is not clear X X
44. List boxes don’t refresh with new search from main screen X X
45. Labels are not clear "Limits" "Your Limits" X X
46. "Properties" button is not clear. Not clear that properties need to be set
for Publication Year and Specific Journal.
X X
47. "Properties" button should be grayed when Publication Year and
Specific Journal are not selected.
X X
48. No feedback on what Journal(s) have been chosen or what publication
year set
X X
49. Button placement (Add/Delete buttons should be grouped with two list
boxes)
X X
50. "Done" should not go to search form, should initiate search and display
results. ("Done" button has unexpected function)
X X
51. Cancel button dismisses the Search Form also when Search Options is
accessed from there.
X
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Problems Professionals Participants
52. Model is not clear X
53. Function of "Reset" is not clear X
54. Treating "Search In" frame of controls as the "View" frame of controls X
from the "View Options" DB. "Search In" label not clear
55. Not clear that you can't type in list-boxes X
56. Function of "Cancel" is not clear X
57. Labels of items in list box are not clear X
58. Function of Window Close "X" button is unclear X
59. Function of check boxes is not clear. Expect to act a buttons and show X
a new DB
Journal Selection Dialog Box
60. Button labels are confusing X X
61. Can set focus to both list boxes X
62. Button arrangement is confusing. Not consistent. Does not fit model. X
63. Function of "Done" is not clear X
64. Function of "Add" and "Delete" is not clear X
Publication Year Selection Dialog Box
65. Bad labels, they are confusing. X X
66. Poor layout, confusing. X X
Combine Searches Dialog Box
67. Button arrangement is confusing. X
68. Combine search is not initiated from this DB. It goes to the search form X X
from "Done".
69. Add and "Delete" buttons don’t gray out when there is nothing to add or X X
delete
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Problems Professionals Participants
70. DB looks like searches are going to Combine at first without doing X
anything. Come to DB and just hit "Done" without adding anything
71. Column Headers are not grayed and look functional, Try to click X
"Search Term" to "Run" search.
72. Not apparent that the bottom list-box is a list-box (may try to type in it) X
73. Model is not clear X
74. "Add" and "Delete" buttons not clear X
View Options Dialog Box
75. Difference between "Full Document" and "Text" is unclear. X
76. "Full Document" should not uncheck other check boxes and vise versa X X
77. Confusing button placement X
78. "Go View" should not be there. These options are global X
79. Function of "Go View" is not clear X
80. Label "Number or Documents to Return:" is not clear X
81. Not clear that these are global settings X
82. Function of check boxes is not clear. Expect to act a buttons and show X
a new DB
Viewer Window
83. Icons are confusing X X
84. "Next Doc" and "Prev Doc" buttons look grayed out X
85. "Print" button sends stuff to printer even if nothing is marked. Seems X X
like everything goes. (Don’t know what is being printed). Should have
DB which asks you what you want to print (Tagging not apparent)
86. A new dialog box appears to mark/tag documents X X
87. ToolTips are confusing X X
88. Documents are not in order X X
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Problems Professionals Participants
89. Document number panel on status bar is not big enough to view double X X
digit documents (e.g. 100/100)
90. Bottom scroll arrow should go to next doc. X
91. Not clear that there are 100 documents total in the list X
92. Not noticing help X
Mark Documents Dialog Box
93. Button arrangement is confusing X
94. Model is not clear X
95. Unclear on how to mark X X
96. Document name are not sorted when they go back X X
97. Just shows Document # in left list box, not enough information X X
98. Images are confusing (check mark) X
99. Function of done is not clear X
Total 65 83
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Figure 3 - Mean Number of Problems Encountered 
by Participants in Each Fidelity Group
Analysis of Individual Problems as a Function of Fidelity
Differences Among Fidelity Groups. Table 2 presents the percentage of 
users in each fidelity group who identified each of the 99 problems. A Chi-Square 
analysis was performed to determine whether the three fidelity groups significantly 
differed in the incidences of problem occurrence. The results of this Chi Square 
analysis are also presented in Table 2.
Results of the Chi Square analyses revealed that there was a significant 
difference among the three participant groups in only eight of the 99 problems 
encountered. A binomial test indicated that the number of significant differences 
was not above chance level (p = .120).
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Table 2
Cross Tabulated Percentages of Users Encountering each Problem with Chi-
Square Analysis and Percentage of Professionals Identifying Each Problem
Problems Low Med High * Prob Profs
MDI Parent Window
1. Starting point not clear 20% 20% 20% 0.00 1.000 100%
2. Menu bar labels are unclear 90 100 60 6.24 0.044* 20
3. "Old Search" is unclear 10 50 10 5.96 0.051 40
4. "Research" as menu item is unclear 0 0 0 - - 80
5. "Save Search", unclear what is saving 10 30 40 2.38 0.303 60
6. Using "Exit" to dismiss active window 30 20 30 0.34 0.843 0
7. Menu items don't emulate toolbar 0 0 10 2.06 0.355 0
Main Window
8. Toolbar icons are confusing 100 100 100 - - 100
9. Hard to differentiate between function of
"Narrow" search and "Limit" search as
described by icons and tips
60 60 40 1.07 0.585 60
10. Viewer button mistaken as "View Options" 80 100 60 5.00 0.082 0
11. Can’t tell if some icons are grayed or not 0 10 0 2.18 0.335 20
12. Column Headers are not grayed and look
functional, Unsure of their function
0 40 70 100.62 0.005* 40
13. Poor placement of ToolTips (lower left corner) 90 90 100 1.07 0.585 40
14. ToolTips are not clear 90 80 90 0.57 0.749 80
15. Combine search brings up new dialog box when 30 40 50 0.83 0.659 60
expectancy is to multi-select then hit the button
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Problems Low Med High Prob Profs
16. Print Configuration and "Print" do the same
thing
0 20 0 4.28 0.117 40
17. "Clear Search" button clears all searches and
not just selected ones
40 40 50 0.27 0.873 80
18. No confirmation for Clear Search 40 30 10 2.38 0.303 60
19. When results come back, no indication of what
to do next, unclear
0 0 0 - - 40
20. Static Result documents may be in-place edited 0 0 0 - - 40
21. Results from Narrow search or Limit search
don’t indicate feedback of original narrow term
or limits
10 10 20 0.57 0.749 80
22. Not clear that you must Select (Highlight)
objects before manipulating them.
100 100 90 2.06 0.355 0
23. No field to type into. Subjects want to type. 10 40 20 2.60 0.271 0
24. Function of ToolTip help is not clear (not moving
arrow to get help)
40 50 0 6.66 0.036* 0
25. When Item is not selected, Limit/Narrow default
to first item in list
0 0 10 2.06 0.355 0
26. Column Header labels not clear
Search Form Dialog Box
0 0 10 2.06 0.355 0
27. Uncertainty on whether you may enter only one
search term per text box
80 100 90 2.22 0.329 100
28. Number of Words Between-which terms does it
apply to?
0 0 0 - 60
29. Not clear on how to set date or other restrictions
(search options) from here.
40 50 60 0.80 0.670 40
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Problems Low Med High X2 Prob Profs
30. When returning from a Limit Search, doesn’t
show the limits that have been applied (No
Feedback).
100 90 80 2.22 0.329 40
31. When returning from a Combine, Limit, or
Narrow search, should not be able to edit the
search term(s)
20 40 70 5.18 0.076 60
32. Title bar label is inconsistent with ToolTips from
main screen
20 0 10 2.22 0.329 40
33. "Options" button is not clear that it sets limits 40 50 30 0.83 0.659 20
34. Confusing instructions 0 0 30 6.66 0.036* 60
35. Boolean connector combo box is not clear on its
function
30 10 0 4.03 0.133 0
36. Upon returning from this screen (from setting
"Options") after putting two (or more) Boolean
strings in two (or more) of the text boxes, the
terms are put together in the first text box
Search Options Dialog Box
0 0 10 2.06 0.355 0
37. All checkbox is improperly used because it
clears the other checkboxes.
0 10 0 2.06 0.355 80
38. Delete is not grayed when nothing is in the right
list box
0 0 0 - - 40
39. Add is not grayed when nothing is in the left list
box
0 0 0 - - 40
40. There is focus on both list boxes (something
can be highlighted in both)
0 0 10 2.06 0.355 80
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Problems Low Med High X Prob Profs
41. Selections do not stay highlighted when they
are added or deleted. User doesn’t decide when
the highlight goes away...the system does.
80 80 70 0.37 0.830 40
42. The function of "Add" and "Delete" is not clear 70 80 70 0.34 0.843 60
43. The function of "Done" is not clear 60 90 80 2.60 0.271 40
44. List boxes don’t refresh with new search from
main screen
10 30 30 1.49 0.475 100
45. Labels are not clear "Limits" "Your Limits" 70 50 30 3.20 0.202 40
46. "Properties" button is not clear. Not clear that
properties need to be set for Publication Year
and Specific Journal.
90 80 80 0.48 0.787 80
47. "Properties" button should be grayed when
Publication Year and Specific Journal are not
selected.
60 70 80 0.95 0.621 60
48. No feedback on what Journal(s) have been
chosen or what publication year set
70 60 50 0.83 0.659 60
49. Button placement (Add/Delete buttons should
be grouped with two list boxes)
0 10 0 2.06 0.355 80
50. "Done" should not go to search form, should
initiate search and display results. ("Done"
button has unexpected function)
80 90 40 6.66 0.036* 100
51. Cancel button dismisses the Search Form also
when Search Options is accessed from there.
0 0 0 - - 60
52. Model is not clear 70 70 60 0.30 0.861 0
53. Function of "Reset" is not clear 20 10 30 1.25 0.535 0
54. Treating "Search In" frame of controls as the 40 60 50 0.80 0.670 0
"View" frame of controls from the "View
Options" DB. "Search In" label not clear
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Problems Low Med High Xz Prob Profs
55. Not clear that you can't type in list-boxes 30 50 10 3.81 0.149 0
56. Function of "Cancel" is not clear 0 10 10 1.07 0.585 0
57. Labels of items in list box are not clear 10 20 20 0.48 0.787 0
58. Function of Window Close "X" button is unclear 0 20 10 2.22 0.329 0
59. Function of check boxes is not clear. Expect to 10 30 0 4.03 0.133 0
act a buttons and show a new DB
Journal Selection Dialog Box
60. Button labels are confusing 0 10 0 2.06 0.355 60
61. Can set focus to both list boxes 0 0 0 - - 20
62. Button arrangement is confusing. Not 0 0 0 - - 60
consistent. Does not fit model.
63. Function of "Done" is not clear 20 20 10 0.48 0.787 0
64. Function of "Add" and "Delete" is not clear 0 20 0 4.28 0.117 0
Publication Year Selection Dialog Box
65. Bad labels, they are confusing. 0 10 10 1.07 0.585 40
66. Poor layout, confusing. 0 0 40 9.23 0.010* 40
Combine Searches Dialog Box
67. Button arrangement is confusing. 0 0 0 - - 80
68. Combine search is not initiated from this DB. It 70 50 70 1.14 0.563 100
goes to the search form from "Done".
69. Add and "Delete" buttons don’t gray out when 0 0 10 2.06 0.355 40
there is nothing to add or delete
70. DB looks like searches are going to Combine at 0 20 30 3.36 0.186 0
first without doing anything. Come to DB and
just hit "Done" without adding anything
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Problems Low Med High 3F Prob Profs
71. Column Headers are not grayed and look
functional, Try to click "Search Term" to "Run"
search.
10 0 10 1.07 0.585 0
72. Not apparent that the bottom list-box is a list-
box (may try to type in it)
10 10 0 1.07 0.585 0
73. Model is not clear 0 0 30 6.66 0.036* 0
74. "Add" and "Delete" buttons not clear
View Options Dialog Box
0 0 10 2.06 0.355 0
75. Difference between "Full Document" and "Text"
is unclear.
30 50 50 0.69 0.706 0
76. "Full Document" should not uncheck other
check boxes and vise versa
20 0 0 4.28 0.117 20
77. Confusing button placement 0 0 0 - - 40
78. "Go View" should not be there. These options
are global
0 0 0 60
79. Function of "Go View" is not clear 10 0 0 2.06 0.355 0
80. Label "Number or Documents to Return:" is not
clear
0 10 40 6.24 0.044* 20
81. Not clear that these are global settings 0 0 10 2.06 3.550 0
82. Function of check boxes is not clear. Expect to
act a buttons and show a new DB
Viewer Window
0 10 0 2.06 0.355 0
83. Icons are confusing 90 100 80 2.22 0.329 80
84. "Next Doc" and "Prev Doc" buttons look grayed
out
0 0 0 20
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Problems Low Med High X Prob Profs
85. "Print" button sends stuff to printer even if 70 90 100 4.03 1.330 60
nothing is marked. Seems like everything goes. 
(Don’t know what is being printed). Should have 
DB which asks you what you want to print 
(Tagging not apparent)
86. A new dialog box appears to mark/tag
documents
87. ToolTips are confusing
88. Documents are not in order
89. Document number panel on status bar is not big 
enough to view double digit documents (e.g. 
100/100)
90. Bottom scroll arrow should go to next doc.
91. Not clear that there are 100 documents total in
the list
92. Not noticing help
Mark Documents Dialog Box
93. Button arrangement is confusing
94. Model is not clear
95. Unclear on how to mark
96. Document name are not sorted when they go
back
97. Just shows Document # in left list box, not
enough information
98. Images are confusing (check mark)
99. Function of done is not clear
60 40 60 1.07 0.585 40
50 70 60 0.83 0.659 80
0 10 20 2.22 0.329 20
0 0 20 4.28 0.117 40
40 60 50 0.80 0.670 0
0 10 10 1.07 0.585 0
20 20 0 2.30 0.315 0
0 0 0 - - 40
0 0 0 - - 0
0 0 10 1.96 0.374 20
0 0 10 1.86 3.930 20
30 40 50 0.83 0.659 40
0 0 0 - - 80
0 0 0 0
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Moreover, the pattern of the results was not consistent across the eight 
problems. For four of the problems (34, 66, 73, and 80), users in the high fidelity
prototype group encountered the problem more frequently than users in the other
groups. On the other hand, more users in the low and medium fidelity groups 
encountered problems 2, 24, and 50, than did those in the high fidelity group.
Finally, participants in the high and medium groups encountered problem 12 more 
frequently than the low fidelity group. Thus given the paucity of significant results
and the lack of consistency in the direction of the significant results, there is little
evidence to support the contention that fidelity of the prototype affects the frequency
of problem identification.
Rather than focus on the differences between prototype groups, an alternative 
approach was utilized to compare the incidents of problem occurrence across the 99
problems. The frequency of problems occurrence across the 99 problems was
correlated for each pair of fidelity groups. Table 3 presents the results of that
analysis.
Table 3
Correlations of Percent of Total Problems Identified By Fidelity Groups
Low Medium High
.836 
.863
Low
Medium
High
.930
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The correlations were all significant, with the lowest proportion of variability
shared in common being (r = .699) between the low and high fidelity groups. This 
indicates that the incidence of problem identification across the 99 problems was
very similar for the three fidelity groups.
Comparison of Test Participants and Professionals. As part of the study, each 
of the usability professionals evaluated the high fidelity prototype. Data were 
collected on the percentage of professionals identifying each of the 99 usabilty
problems (See Table 2). The frequency of problem identification for the
professionals was correlated with the frequency of users encountering each of the 99
problems.
The correlations of the frequency of professionals who identified each of the
99 problems and the frequency of participants in the low, medium, and high fidelity 
groups, who encountered each problem, were .291 (p= .004), .264 (p= .008), and 
.330 (p= .001), respectively. Although significant, these correlations were much
lower than the correlations among the three fidelity groups. On the one hand, this
might suggest that the problems identified by the usability professionals are different
than those encountered by participants in the three fidelity groups. On the other hand,
the lower correlations between professionals and participants could be a statistical 
artifact of a restriction of range -- the range in the number of professionals
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identifying any one problem is 0 to 5, whereas the range in the number of
participants encountering any one problem is 0 to 10.
Correspondence in the Top Problems
Since usability professionals often focus on the most frequently occurring 
problems, a list of the problems encountered by at least 70 percent of the test 
participants was compiled separately for each fidelity group and also for the usability 
professionals. The 70 percent criterion was chosen to equate the number of top 
problems across the three fidelity groups. Table 4 presents a list of the most 
frequently encountered problems for each group. Inspection of Table 4 reveals that 
there was great commonality in the top problems encountered by the participants in 
the three fidelity groups.
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Table 4
Most Frequent Problems Identified by Participants and Professionals
Problems Profs Low Med High
MDI Parent Window
1. Starting point not clear 100% 20% 20% 20%
2. Menu bar labels are unclear 20 90 100 60
3. "Research" as menu item is unclear 80 0 0 0
Main Window
4. Toolbar icons are confusing 100 100 100 100
5. "Viewer" button mistaken as "View Options" 0 80 100 60
6. Column Headers are not grayed and look functional, Unsure of their
function
40 0 40 70
7. Poor placement of ToolTips (lower left corner) 40 90 90 100
8. ToolTips are not clear 80 90 80 90
9. "Clear Search" button clears all searches and not just selected ones 80 40 40 50
10. Results from Narrow search or Limit search don’t indicate feedback of
original narrow term or limits
80 10 10 20
11. Not clear that you must Select (Highlight) objects before manipulating 0 100 100 90
them.
Search Form Dialog Box
12. Uncertainty on whether you may enter only one search term per text 100
box
80 100 90
13. When returning from a Limit Search, doesn’t show the limits that have 40
been applied (No Feedback).
100 90 80
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Problems Profs Low Med High
14. When returning from a Combine, Limit, or Narrow search, should not
be able to edit the search term(s)
60 20 40 70
Search Options Dialog Box
15. "AH" checkbox is improperly used because it clears the other 80 0 10 0
16.
checkboxes.
There is focus on both list boxes (something can be highlighted in 80 0 0 10
17.
both)
Selections do not stay highlighted when they are added or deleted. 40 80 80 70
18.
User doesn’t decide when the highlight goes away...the system does.
The function of "Add" and "Delete" is not clear 60 70 80 70
19. The function of "Done" is not clear 40 60 90 80
20. List boxes don’t refresh with new search from main screen 100 10 30 30
21. Labels are not clear "Limits" "Your Limits" 40 70 50 30
22. "Properties" button is not clear. Not clear that properties need to be 80 90 80 80
23.
set for Publication Year and Specific Journal.
"Properties" button should be grayed when Publication Year and 60 60 70 80
24.
Specific Journal are not selected.
No feedback on what Journal(s) have been chosen or what 60 70 60 50
25.
publication year set
Button placement (Add/Delete buttons should be grouped with two list 80 0 10 0
26.
boxes)
"Done" should not go to search form, should initiate search and 100 80 90 40
27.
display results. ("Done" button has unexpected function)
Model is not clear 0 70 70 60
Combine Searches Dialog Box
28. Button arrangement is confusing. 80 0 0 0
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Problems Profs Low Med High
29. Combine search is not initiated from this DB. It goes to the search 100 70 50 70
form from "Done".
Viewer Window
30. Icons are confusing 80 90 100 80
31. "Print" button sends stuff to printer even if nothing is marked. Seems 60 70 90 100
like everything goes. (Don’t know what is being printed). Should have
DB which asks you what you want to print (Tagging not apparent)
32. ToolTips are confusing 80 50 70 60
Mark Documents Dialog Box
33. Images are confusing (check mark) 80 0 0 0
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This information is further summarized in Table 5 below. Of the 18 problems 
encountered by at least 70 percent of the participants in the low fidelity group, 83 
and 67 percent of the problems were also encountered by at least 70 percent of the 
participants in the medium and high fidelity groups respectively. Additionally, of the 
18 most frequently encountered problems by the medium fidelity group, 83 and 72 
percent were shared in common with the top problems experienced by the low and 
high groups. Seventy-five and 81 percent of the top 16 problems for the high fidelity 
group were also among the top problems encountered by participants in the low and 
medium fidelity groups respectively.
Table 5
Percentage of Most Frequent Problems Shared In Common
Base Low Medium High Professionals
(n) (18) (18) (16) (18)
Low - 83.3 75.0 38.9
Medium 83.3 - 81.3 38.9
High 66.7 72.2 - 33.3
Professionals 38.9 38.9 37.5 -
Thus as shown in Table 5, there was a high degree of commonality in the incidence 
of top problems encountered that are shared in common by participants in the three 
fidelity groups.
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In sharp contrast, of the top problems (n=18) identified by 70 percent or more
of the usability professionals (see Table 5), only 39, 39, and 33 percent of them were 
shared in common with the top problems encountered by participants in the low, 
medium, and high fidelity prototype groups respectively.
Inspection of the Table 5 also reveals that there were a lower percentage of 
problems shared in common with the professionals than with any of the three fidelity
groups. For example, of the 18 top problems encountered by participants in the low 
fidelity group, only 39 percent were shared in common with the top problems 
identified by the professional, whereas 83 and 67 percent were also encountered by 
participants in the medium and high groups respectively. A pairwise Chi Square
analysis performed on this data indicated that the percentage shared in common
between participants in the low fidelity group and professionals was statistically 
lower than the percentage between low fidelity participants and participants in the 
medium and high fidelity groups (x2(2) = = .020). The same finding occurred
when utilizing both the medium (x2(2) = 8.45,/? = .015) and high (x2 (2) = 7.83,/? = 
.020) fidelity groups as the baseline.
Problem Severity
Five usability professionals rated the severity of all 99 usability problems on
a five-point scale (0-4) with higher ratings representing more severe problems. The 
agreement of the five usability professionals in their severity ratings of the 99
problems was low. Kendall's coefficient of concordance was 0.056. The p-value for
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Kendall's W was less than .001, though significant; this W was far below the
commonly accepted standard of 0.70 for minimum reliability. In addition, bivariate 
correlations of the severity ratings over the 99 problems for each pair of raters (see
Table 6) ranged from only 0.178 to 0.487. Thus, inter-rater reliability among the
professional’s ratings of problem severity was low.
Table 6
Inter-Correlations of Severity Scores among Usability Professionals
Prof 1 Prof 2 Prof 3 Prof 4 Prof 5
Prof 1 - .384 .247 .190 .226
Prof 2 - - .403 .259 .400
Prof 3 - - - .311 .487
Prof 4 - - - - .178
Prof 5 - - - - -
Mean Severity Ratings Severity of Problems Encountered
Due to the lack of reliability among the severity ratings, the analysis of the 
severity of problems encountered as a function of fidelity was conducted utilizing the
individual severity ratings of each professional. Therefore, five separate one-way
between groups analyses of variance were conducted, each one utilizing each
professional's severity ratings. These analyses were conducted to determine if the
severity of problems encountered by participants differed as a function of prototype 
fidelity. In each of these analyses, the statistical representation for a user
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encountering a specific problem was that problem's severity score from a given 
professional. Results of these analyses are contained within Table 7 along with the 
mean severity scores for each fidelity group based upon each professional’s 
individual ratings. Inspection of Table 7 reveals that none of the analyses were 
significant.
Table 7
Analysis of Mean Severity Scores for Each Usability Professional as a Function
of Prototype Fidelity
Low Medium High F Prob
Prof 1 2.54 2.42 2.52 2.003 .154
Prof 2 2.33 2.32 2.37 .359 .702
Prof 3 2.73 2.73 2.79 .553 .581
Prof 4 1.99 2.05 1.96 1.251 .302
Prof 5 2.40 2.34 2.44 .482 .622
Most Severe (Major) Problems
Due to unreliability in the severity ratings, the decision was made to focus on
only the most severe problems in which there was agreement among the
professionals. A major problem was defined as one in which all five usability 
professionals gave a severity rating of '"3" or "4." There were nine such problems 
identified—problems 1,5, 15, 17, 30, 48, 50, 85, and 97—as presented in Table 1.
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A one-way between groups analysis of variance was performed in order to
determine if prototype fidelity had an effect on the percentage of unanimously rated, 
major problems encountered by the test participants. The mean percentage of major
problems encountered was 50.0, 55.5, and 53.3 for users in the low, medium, and
high fidelity groups respectively. Results of this analysis indicated that there was no
significant difference in the percentage of major problems encountered by 
participants in a usability test as a function of prototype fidelity (F(2,29) = .20, p=
.813).
Subjective Evaluation
Analysis of Individual Questions
Table 8 presents the means, standard deviations, and results of the analysis of 
variance for each of the 15 subjective evaluation questions (Appendix E). There were 
no significant differences in subjective evaluation as a function of prototype fidelity. 
In only three of the questions (questions 5, 6, and 10) did the differences among 
fidelity groups approach significance. In two of these, questions 5 and 6, participants 
in the Medium fidelity group gave the highest subjective rating. Higher ratings 
represent more favorable responses. These differ from question 10, which asks test
participants to rate the ease with which an author search was performed, a question 
that focuses directly on task completion. Here, participants in the Medium and High 
fidelity groups gave higher subjective ratings than those in the Low fidelity group.
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Table 8
Analysis of Participant Responses to Subjective Questionnaire
Low
Mean (SD)
Medium
Mean (SD)
High
Mean (SD) F ProbQuestions
1. Overall difficulty of prototype 5.60(1.17) 4.80(1.48) 5.70 (1.83) 1.058 .361
2. Overall satisfaction with prototype 5.40 (1.35) 4.40 (1.35) 5.30 (2.00) 1.189 .320
3. Organization of information 5.00 (2.21) 6.00 (1.70) 5.60 (2.76) .494 .615
4. Clearness of screen sequence 6.00 (1.25) 6.70 (1.25) 6.00 (2.40) .551 .583
5. Clearness of function of buttons 4.60 (2.12) 6.50 (1.58) 5.70 (1.70) 2.761 .081
6. Pleasant appearance of screens 7.20 (1.03) 8.20 (0.92) 7.00 (1.70) 2.583 .094
7. Organized content of screens 7.50 (0.97) 8.10 (0.99) 7.20 (1.69) 1.319 .284
8. Ease of performing searches 5.80 (1.69) 5.90 (1.85) 6.80 (1.23) 1.168 .326
9. Ease of Limiting and Narrowing
5.90 (1.100) 5.50 (1.84) 6.60 (2.01) 1.076 .355
searches
10. Ease of searching for an Author or
6.00 (1.49) 7.30 (1.16) 7.30 (1.49) 2.914 .071
Journal
11. Ease of clearing previous searches 8.40 (0.70) 8.60 (0.97) 8.00 (1.25) .940 .403
12. Ease of combining existing searches 6.00 (2.67) 7.100 (1.52) 7.50 (1.43) 1.575 .225
13. Ease of article section viewing 6.90 (1.20) 6.70 (1.25) 5.80 (2.30) 1.243 .305
14. Ease of viewing documents 7.40 (1.78) 8.00 (0.82) 7.80 (1.40) .485 .621
15. Ease of printing specific articles 8.00 (1.100) 7.70 (1.06) 7.00 (1.25) 2.085 .144
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
Three noteworthy results emerged from the present study: (1) prototype 
fidelity did not effect the frequency or severity of problems encountered by the 
participants; (2) professionals and participants differed in the incidence and
commonality of problems encountered; and (3) professionals did not agree in their 
ratings of problem severity.
First, there was no significant difference in the frequency or severity of 
problems encountered by usability test participants as a function of prototype 
fidelity. Additionally, there was a commonality in problems experienced by the
participants in all three groups.
These results may be taken to support the contention that one can extract as 
much information from a usability test using paper prototypes as with prototypes of 
much higher fidelity. This is particularly true when differences in the interface are 
controlled. In the present study, the structure and content of the three interfaces were 
the same-- only the interactivity and aesthetic appearance differed. With an astute 
and active facilitator playing the role of the computer, the user does not necessarily 
need to directly manipulate the interface nor does she/he need an aesthetically
appealing interface for useful information to be extracted from the evaluation. Thus
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there is no reason to expect differences in the outcome of a usability test that are
intrinsic to fidelity per se.
However, in the real world, as the product moves through the development
cycle, prototypes change not only in fidelity but also in content and structure.
Perhaps it is this difference in content and structure that leads to the common belief 
that different usability problems should emerge as a function of prototype fidelity.
The failure to find a significant difference as a function of prototype fidelity 
is open to two alternative explanations. It might be argued that this lack of a 
difference could be attributed to a lack of statistical power due to a relatively small 
sample size (n = 10 per group). However, when the above analyses were reevaluated 
using the .20 significance level (sometimes used in null hypothesis testing- thus 
increasing the power to detect significance), the basic conclusions about statistical 
significance did not change.
Alternatively, the failure to find differences as a function of prototype 
fidelity may have been an artifact of the checklist methodology in conjunction with 
the use of a single facilitator. As we know, the results of usability evaluation are in 
part subjective and affected by the perceptiveness of the facilitator. Perhaps the 
checklist of known problems heightened the facilitator's awareness of these problems 
and may have lead him to focus on the common set of problems. That is, in using the 
problem checklist, the facilitator may have “seen” users as having the same problems 
in all prototypes, thus mitigating any real differences. In a typical usability 
evaluation, the facilitator probably would not be given a problem checklist at the
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outset.
The second noteworthy result was that usability test participants and 
usability professionals differed in the incidence and commonality of problems
identified. The most frequently occurring problems from the usability test were 
generally not the ones uncovered frequently by usability professionals in their 
evaluation. This result is not surprising in that usability test participants were given a
set of structured tasks whereas the usability professionals were free to explore the 
interface (informal and unstructured). The usability professionals may have explored 
features of the interface not utilized by the test participants. Also the professionals 
may have discovered other problems had they been exposed to prototypes other than 
the high fidelity prototype. In any case, this difference in the outcome of a usability
evaluation by users and usability professionals serves to point out the need to 
conduct multiple evaluations (by both users and usability professionals) or to provide 
a set of structured tasks to the usability professional at the time she/he conducts the
evaluation.
Third, in general, usability professionals did not agree in their ratings of 
problem severity. On the one hand, failure to find agreement could be attributed to a 
number of factors that have methodological implications for the conduct of a
problem severity assessment. Severity was not operationally defined nor were the 
rating categories. No training was given in rating severity. Usability professionals 
did not view or interact with the interface while making their ratings and thus had to 
rate from memory. The raters may not have adequately understood the problem from
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its description, particularly if they, themselves, had not identified the problem in the
first place. These factors must be taken into consideration by the usability 
practitioner when conducting an assessment of problem severity.
On the other hand, there may indeed be differences among usability 
professionals in their perception of problem severity. Perhaps these perceptions 
differed due to their professional experience. Perhaps the ratings of severity may
have been affected by the problems any particular usability professional encountered 
during his/her evaluation of the interface. This might have led to a possible bias for
giving higher severity ratings to problems actually identified by a particular 
individual. If the differences in severity ratings do not represent a methodological 
artifact, then the usability community must take care in using severity ratings 
obtained by usability professionals to make judgmeits about which problems to fix. 
At a minimum, more than one rater should be employed.
Comparisons with Previous Research
Similar to Virzi et. al. (1996), this study found no difference in the number 
of problems uncovered in a usability test as a function of prototype fidelity. In both 
studies, participants in the different fidelity groups encountered the same problems. 
Unlike Virzi, this study focused on software running on a standard personal 
computer, while Virzi’s participants interacted with prototypes on an electronic book 
device or through a telephone’s keypad. Taken together, the results of Virzi et. al. 
and the present study permit generalization across situations that involve only
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software and those in which there is greater hardware involvement. These two
studies provide convincing evidence that prototype fidelity has little effect on the 
outcome of a standard usability test.
Nielsen (1990), however, found that usability professionals using heuristic
evaluation identified more major problems with the high fidelity prototype and more 
minor problems with the low fidelity prototype (Although there were no differences
in the total number of problems found). In the present study on the other hand, the 
lack of a difference among the three fidelity groups in the identification of the 99 
individual problems suggests that there is no difference in the type of problems
uncovered as a function of fidelity.
There are two possible explanations for this difference in findings—
unconstrained heuristic evaluation coupled with the testing situation, and the use of 
usability professionals. First in the present study, users engaged in a set of
prescribed tasks in a standard usability test rather than being given unlimited reign to
explore the entire interface as with heuristic evaluation. This constraint in
conjunction with the presence of a test facilitator acting as the computer in the low 
and medium fidelity prototypes probably minimized interactivity differences among 
the prototype conditions in the present study. In the Neilson study on the other hand,
the professionals may have treated the low fidelity prototypes as simply a set of
screen shots (no test scenario and test facilitator present) and evaluated each screen 
independently minimizing interactivity differences. However, in the high fidelity 
prototype condition with interactivity present, the professionals were free to explore
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and possibly get lost. In that interactivity problems were a major source of major 
problems in the Nielsen study, this might explain the difference in the type of 
problems found as a function of fidelity.
The second possible explanation for the difference between Nielsen (1990)
and the present study lies in the use of usability professionals versus actual users. 
Usability professionals by virtue of their experience may “see” different things in a 
low and high fidelity prototype. In that prototype fidelity typically varies with the 
development cycle, low fidelity prototypes are used early in the development cycle 
to get a “look and feel” for the system being developed. This “look and feel” 
indoctrination may lead professionals to view low fidelity prototypes as individual 
screen shots where you give some overall global evaluation. It is not until later in 
product development that high fidelity prototypes are used; at this point, 
professionals have learned to look for different things—how the screens play 
together, i.e., interactivity. Thus as a function of their experience, professionals 
unwitting look for different things in a low and high fidelity prototype. This would 
not be true for actual users in a usability test. Although this is a possible explanation 
for the Nielson findings, it is as yet an untested proposition.
Suggestions for Future Research
Two avenues of research are suggested by the present study. Both focus on 
the usability professional. First, as in the Nielsen’s study, usability professionals 
should evaluate prototypes that differ in fidelity. However as with usability test
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participants, the professionals would be directed to evaluate the prototypes in context 
of the tasks performed during the usability test. This would address the question of 
whether professionals and actual users uncover the same problems when the testing
situation is constrained and similar.
A second avenue of research should focus on understanding why usability 
professionals evaluated problem severity differently in the present study. Is it simply 
a matter of individual differences? That is, do professionals inherently rate severity 
differently based upon their previous experience? If so, what types of experiences 
lead professionals to give different ratings of severity? Alternatively, are the 
differences in rating of severity due methodological factors? If so, then rating 
differences should be minimized with more extensive and uniform training of the 
professionals. This information would be of great use to the usability testing 
community.
APPENDIX A
Telephone Screening Questionnaire
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Telephone Screen
Participant:_______________________________________ Date:_______________
Phone:___________________________________________
1. How frequently do you use a computer?
____  Don’t use a computer
____  Less than once a month
____  Once a month
____  Once a week
____  2-6 days a week
____  Once a day
____  More than once a day
2. Have you ever used Microsoft Windows?
____  Yes
____  No (Stop)
____  Don’t Know (Stop)
3. I feel comfortable when I need to utilize the File Manager (Explorer), Control 
Panel, etc.:
____  Yes
____  No
____  Don’t Know
4. When necessary I am able to run multiple Windows applications at the same 
time switching back and forth between applications when necessary:
____  Yes
____  No
____  Don’t Know
5. When I am using multiple Windows applications, I frequently move or re-size 
the windows?
____  Yes
____  No
Don’t Know
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6. I can copy and paste information from one application to another:
____  Yes
____  No
____  Don’t Know
7. I am able to configure and install printer and communication equipment using 
Windows utilities:
____  Yes
____  No
____  Don ’ t Know
8. I know how to modify my INI files:
____  Yes
____  No
____  Don’t Know
9. I can switch from a DOS application to another application in Windows 
without exiting/closing the DOS program:
____  Yes
____  No
Don’t Know
APPENDIX B
User Profile Questionnaire
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User Profile
Date:
Year: Fr So Jr Sr (Circle One) Gender: F M (Circle One)
1. How frequently do you use a computer?
____ Don’t use a computer
____ Less than once a month
____ Once a month
____ Once a week
____  2-6 days a week
____ Once a day
____  More than once a day
2. Have you ever used Microsoft Windows?
____  Yes
____  No (Stop)
____  Don’t Know (Stop)
If “Yes”, what version(s) of Windows have you used? (Check those that apply)
____  Windows 3.x
____  Windows 95
____  Don’t Know
3. How long have you been using Microsoft Windows?
____  Less than 6 months
____  6 months to 1 year
____  1-2 years
____  3-4 years
____  Over 5 years
____  Don’t Know
4. I feel comfortable when I need to utilize the File Manager (Explorer, Control 
Panel, etc.:
____  Yes
____  No
Don’t Know
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5. When necessary I am able to run multiple Windows applications at the same 
time switching back and forth between applications when necessary:
____ Yes
____  No
____  Don’t Know
6. When I am using multiple Windows applications, I frequently move or re-size 
the windows?
____  Yes
____  No
____  Don’t Know
7. I can copy and paste information from one application to another:
____  Yes
____  No
____  Don’t Know
8. I am able to configure and install printer and communication equipment using 
Windows utilities:
____  Yes
____  No
____  Don’t Know
9. I know how to modify my INI files:
____ Yes
____  No
____  Don’t Know
10. I can switch from a DOS application to another application in Windows 
without exiting/closing the DOS program:
____  Yes
____  No
Don’t Know
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11. How long have you been using a personal computer?
____  Less than one year
____  1-2 years
____  3-5 years
____ 6-7 years
____  8-10 years
____ Over 10 years
____  Don’t Know
12. How comfortable are you with using Windows?
____  Very comfortable
____ Somewhat comfortable
____  Not very comfortable
____  Not at all comfortable
13. How often do you use a computer for library research? (Psychlnfo, Infoseek, 
Social Science Index, etc.)
____  Never
____  Less than once a month
____ Once a month
____ Once a week
____  A few times a week
____ Once a day
____ More than once a day
APPENDIX C
High / Medium Fidelity Prototypes
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MDI Parent Window
75
Main Window
76
Search Form Dialog Box
77
Search Options Dialog Box
78
Journal Selection Dialog Box
79
Publication Year Selection Dialog Box
80
Combine Searches Dialog Box
81
View Options Dialog Box
82
Viewer Window
83
Mark Documents Dialog Box
APPENDIX D
Low Fidelity Prototype
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APPENDIX E
Subjective User Interface Evaluation Questionnaire
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Prototype Evaluation
1. Overall, I consider the prototype
Difficult to use
0 12 3 4 5 6 7
Easy to use
8 9
2.Overall, I found using this prototype was
Frustrating
0 12 3 4 5 6 7
Satisfying
8 9
3. Organization of information on the screen was
Well Organized
0 12 3 4 5 6
Poorly Organized
7 8 9
4. The sequence of the screens was
Very Confusing
0 12 3 4 5 6
Very Clear
7 8 9
5.The function of the buttons were
Very Confusing
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Very Clear
8 9
6. The appearance of the screens was
Unpleasant
0 12 3 4 5 6 7
Pleasant
8 9
7. The contents of the screens were
Very Disorganized
0 12 3 4 5 6 7
Very Organized
8 9
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8. Performing searches was
Very Difficult
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9. Limiting and narrowing preexisting searches was
Very Difficult
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Very Easy
9
Very Easy
9
10. Searching for an author in a specific journal was
Very Difficult
0 12 3 4 5 6 7 8
11. Clearing all of the previous searches was
Very Difficult
0 12 3 4 5 6 7 8
12. Combining old searches into a new search was
Very Difficult
0 12 3 4 5 6 7 8
Very Easy
9
Very Easy
9
Very Easy
9
13. Selecting a specific part of the articles to view (i.e. Titles, Abstracts) was
Very Difficult
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
14. Viewing the documents was
Very Difficult
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
15. Printing specific articles was
Very Easy
9
Very Easy
9
Very Difficult
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Very Easy
9
APPENDIX F
General Instructions
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General Instructions
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. For my master’s thesis, I am 
working on developing a new interface for a library search tool, much like the tools that 
are currently in use in our library like Psych Info and Infotrac. This tool is currently 
under development. I would like to show you a prototype of this library search tool. A 
prototype is a preliminary version or simulation of a computer product that represents 
that product’s basic layout, functionality, and overall organization. In other words, when 
used, the prototype may simulate the display changes and feedback that would occur if 
the actual computer system was being used.
This project involves evaluating a prototype of a new library search computer 
system through usability testing. Usability testing is the process that is used to find out if 
computer software may be easily used. Through usability testing, problems with my 
interface may be identified and I will be able to correct these problems so they do not 
cause a burden to future users. Today, we are going to perform a usability test, and I am 
going to ask you to help identify problems with this computer system that make it more 
difficult to use. If at any point you don’t understand the instructions or have questions, 
don’t not hesitate to stop me and ask.
Let me give you an overview of what I am going to ask you to do. Imagine that 
you are at the library and you are trying to find articles on a variety of topics. Given 
specific topics to look up, you will use the prototype of the library search system as if you 
were in the library using an actual system to run your searches. While performing your 
search tasks on the prototype, you will be asked to verbalize out loud any problems that 
you are having with it.
Soon I will give you a list of search tasks that I would like you to perform on the 
prototype. These tasks are typical tasks that are usually performed on systems of this 
type. As you work through the prototype, you will be asked to verbalize what you are 
thinking as you perform your tasks. I would like you to try and not simply verbalize a 
narrative of your actions, but say what you are thinking as you make decisions on what 
actions you should take. I will be present as you perform these tasks and may periodically 
ask you if you are running into any problems or I may ask you to elaborate on any 
problems that you have identified. Finally, after you have completed the search tasks, I 
will ask you to complete a questionnaire involving your subjective impression of the 
software prototype.
As you can see, we are going to conduct this evaluation in a room with a rather 
large mirror. Do not be bothered by the presence of the mirror. Behind the mirror is a 
camera. The camera and mirror are necessary because we will be observing and video 
taping your interactions with the prototype. I would like to make it clear that we are in no 
way evaluating you. The camera is present merely to identify problems which people, in 
general, have while using this prototype.
Do you have any questions?
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If the study appears interesting to you and you are willing to have your 
interactions with the computer recorded on video tape, please read and sign the following 
Release Form.
User completes Participant Consent Form
Before we start the actual study, I would like you to complete the following 
background questionnaire {Appendix D, User Profile Questionnaire). This questionnaire 
requests additional information about your use of computers, Microsoft Windows, and 
library search systems.
User completes User Profile Questionnaire
APPENDIX G
Instructions for Each Prototype Group
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Instructions - Low Fidelity
Here you will find the first task that I would like you to complete using this 
prototype of a library search interface. You may notice that this prototype consists of 
drawings of computer screens on pieces of paper. As one of the first steps in the 
software’s development, we build these paper and pencil prototypes which are facsimiles 
of the actual product. Because prototypes like this can be built without actually 
programming a computer, it is a quick and easy way for me to identify problems with the 
interface early on. This will save me a lot of time when I actually start programming the 
computer. What you see on the paper is basically what the actual computer system will 
look like. You obviously cannot directly interact with this prototype. You must pretend, 
though, that you are using a fully functional computer system. If, for example, you would 
like to click on a button ,tell me that you would click that button and I will show the 
screen that would appear if this was a functioning system.
Do you have any questions on how to interact with this prototype?
This screen is the starting point for the prototype. This is where you will begin 
performing your tasks. Pretend that you are in a library to perform this research and this 
is the screen that you see when you walk up to the computer. Please remember that as 
you are performing the tasks to verbalize out loud what you are thinking as you make 
decisions on what to do next. If you run into any problems, please describe them aloud 
and clearly indicate what you think has caused the problem.
When you complete a task, I will give you the next task to perform. There are four 
tasks in all. For all intents and purposes, consider yourself to be on your own. Tell me 
what you would like to do, and I will show you what will happen I cannot give you any 
assistance on what you should choose to do. If I determine that you are completely stuck, 
then I may give you a little hint to help you complete the tasks.
Do you understand what I am asking you to do?
Please begin performing Task A.
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Instructions - Medium Fidelity
Here you will find the first task that I would like you to complete using this 
prototype of a library search interface. You may notice that this prototype appears to look 
like a functioning computer program but it is not. At this stage we have built a slide show 
of the screen information. This slide show helps us see what the final system may look 
like and will help us in identifying any problems with it. What you see on the screen are 
almost like pictures of a computer screen. You cannot directly interact with this prototype 
at all. This means that you can’t click the mouse on any buttons and you can’t type in any 
of the input fields. You must pretend, though, that you are using a fully functional 
computer system. If, for example, you would like to click on a button ,tell me that you 
would click that button and I will show the screen that would appear if this was a 
functioning system.
Do you have any questions on how to interact with this prototype?
This screen is the starting point for the prototype. This is where you will begin 
performing your tasks. Pretend that you are in a library to perform this research and this 
is the screen that you see when you walk up to the computer. Please remember that as 
you are performing the tasks to verbalize out loud what you are thinking as you make 
decisions on what to do next. If you run into any problems, please describe them aloud 
and clearly indicate what you think has caused the problem.
When you complete a task, I will give you the next task to perform. There are four 
tasks in all. For all intents and purposes, consider yourself to be on your own. Tell me 
what you would like to do, and I will show you what will happen I cannot give you any 
assistance on what you should choose to do. If I determine that you are completely stuck, 
then I may give you a little hint to help you complete the tasks.
Do you understand what I am asking you to do?
Please begin performing Task A.
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Instructions - High Fidelity
Here you will find the first task that I would like you to complete using this 
prototype of a library search interface. The prototype functions as any other typical 
Windows computer system. Your primary method of interaction will be the use of the 
mouse. When necessary, the keyboard may also be used to input information. Most of the 
buttons and menu choice are functional. Because this is a prototype, all of the functions 
are not activated. I do want to point out, though, that all the functions necessary to 
complete these tasks are present and functional.
This screen is the starting point for the prototype. This is where you will begin 
performing your tasks. Pretend that you are in a library to perform this research and this 
is the screen that you see when you walk up to the computer. Please remember that as 
you are performing the tasks to verbalize out loud what you are thinking as you make 
decisions on what to do next. If you run into any problems, please indicate this, and 
identify what you think the source of the problem might be.
When you complete a task, I will give you the next task to perform. There are four 
tasks in all. You must perform all of the tasks on your own. If I determine that you are 
completely stuck, then I may give you a little hint to help you complete the tasks. For all 
intents and purposes, though, consider yourself to be on your own.
Do you have any questions?
Please begin performing Task A.
APPENDIX H
Participant Tasks
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Task A
• Search to find out how many articles appear in this database that were authored by 
Robert Zimmerman
• Limit the above search to find out how many of Robert Zimmerman’s articles 
appeared in the Journal of Experimental Psychology in the last 10 years.
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Task B
• Perform a search for all of the articles in the database which contain the term
“Children” and appeared in the Journal of Development Studies. (Do not initiate the 
“Search” command until you have specified the specific journal to search in.)
• Without viewing the actual documents, limit the above search to find out how many 
of those articles were written in the English language only.
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Task C
• Clear all the searches that you have performed so far.
• Search for all the articles that have to do with the subject of “Assessment”.
• Perform a search for all the articles which contain the term “Adolescence”.
• Combine the two searches you have just performed into one new search.
• Set your view options so that you can view ONLY the Title and Abstracts. Also, set 
the options so that only the first 10 articles of the set will be viewed.
• View the results of your last search.
• Print two articles (With one print command): The 8 article in this list and the article 
that was published in 1988. Print them together at the same time.
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Task D
• Go back to the main screen and clear all of your previous searches
• Perform one keyword search for Child and Development in all journals.
• Limit the search you just performed to articles published in the last 5 years
• View the first 10 full text articles of the Limit search you just ran.
• Save articles 1,5, and 8 to the disk drive (a:\)
• Exit the system
APPENDIX I
Debriefing Form
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Debriefing Form
You have participated in a study examining the effects of prototype fidelity on the 
outcome of a software usability test. We are interested in the number and type of 
software problems somebody like you discovers when using one of three different 
prototypes that differ in their fidelity level. We are additionally interested in the 
subjective ratings of usability that each of the prototypes receives.
One independent variable was manipulated. Prototype fidelity, (Low, Medium, and 
High). The high fidelity prototype is an interactive, computer based, graphical user 
interface (GUI) simulation that appears to function as an actual library search system.
The medium fidelity prototype is a non-interactive slide show of the different computer 
screens present in the library search system. This differs from the high fidelity prototype 
in that the user cannot directly interact with the system. Finally, the low fidelity prototype 
consists of a collection of static “screens”, or windows, created by paper and pencil 
techniques, which offer no functionality or interactivity. We collected the number and 
type of problems that were encountered with the prototype as you were performing the 
tasks. Additionally, we collected your subjective evaluation of the usability of the 
prototype you were using.
The primary hypothesis is that the type of problems encountered will differ depending on 
the prototype being used. Because of the high fidelity prototypes ability to allow 
functional interactivity, we expect that people using this prototype may be less attentive 
to minor problems such as labels and control placement, and may focus on the major 
problems associated with their interaction with the system. People who utilize the lower 
fidelity prototypes cannot interact with them as much and must evaluate them one 
“screen” at a time. Under these conditions, we expect people to scrutinize the architecture 
and design of each screen independent of the entire system. We believe that this may lead 
to an abundance of minor problems being identified in the lower fidelity prototypes. 
Additionally, we expect people to give a higher subjective rating of usability to the high 
fidelity prototype as compared to the lower fidelity prototypes.
If you have any other questions about the study, please contact David Biers Ph.D. at 
229-2161.
APPENDIX J
All Problems Encountered or Identified by 
Subjects and/or Usability Professionals
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Problems Professionals Participants
MDI Parent Window
1. Starting point not clear X X
2. Menu bar labels are unclear X X
3. "Old Search" is unclear X X
4. "Research" as menu item is unclear X
5. "Save Search", unclear what is saving X X
6. Using "Exit" to dismiss active window X
7. Menu items don't emulate toolbar X
Main Window
8. Toolbar icons are confusing X X
9. Hard to differentiate between function of "Narrow" search and "Limit" 
search as described by icons and tips
X X
10. Viewer button mistaken as "View Options" X
11. Can’t tell if some icons are grayed or not X X
12. Column Headers are not grayed and look functional, Unsure of their 
function
X X
13. Poor placement of ToolTips (lower left corner) X X
14. ToolTips are not clear X X
15. Combine search brings up new dialog box when expectancy is to multi­
select then hit the button
X X
16. Print Configuration and "Print" do the same thing X X
17. "Clear Search" button clears all searches and not just selected ones X X
18. No confirmation for Clear Search X X
19. When results come back, no indication of what to do next, unclear X
20. Static Result documents may be in-place edited X
21. Results from Narrow search or Limit search don’t indicate feedback of 
original narrow term or limits
X X
22. Not clear that you must Select (Highlight) objects before manipulating 
them.
X
23. No field to type into. Subjects want to type. X
24. Function of ToolTip help is not clear (not moving arrow to get help) X
25. When Item is not selected, Limit/Narrow default to first item in list X
26. Column Header labels not clear X
Search Form Dialog Box
27. Uncertainty on whether you may enter only one search term per text 
box
X X
28. Number of Words Between-which terms does it apply to? X
29. Not clear on how to set date or other restrictions (search options) from
here.
X X
30. When returning from a Limit Search, doesn’t show the limits that have
been applied (No Feedback).
X X
31. When returning from a Combine, Lim it, or Narrow search, should not be
able to edit the search term(s)
X X
32. Title bar label is inconsistent with ToolTips from main screen X X
33. "Options" button is not clear that it sets limits X X
34. Confusing instructions X X
35. Boolean connector combo box is not clear on its function X
36. Upon returning from this screen (from setting "Options") after putting
two (or more) Boolean strings in two (or more) of the text boxes, the 
terms are put together in the first text box
X
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Search Options Dialog Box
37. All checkbox is improperly used because it clears the other 
checkboxes.
X X
38. Delete is not grayed when nothing is in the right list box X
39. Add is not grayed when nothing is in the left list box X
40. There is focus on both list boxes (something can be highlighted in both) X X
41. Selections do not stay highlighted when they are added or deleted.
User doesn’t decide when the highlight goes away...the system does.
X X
42. The function of "Add" and "Delete" is not clear X X
43. The function of "Done" is not clear X X
44. List boxes don’t refresh with new search from main screen X X
45. Labels are not clear "Limits" "Your Limits" X X
46. "Properties" button is not clear. Not clear that properties need to be set 
for Publication Year and Specific Journal.
X X
47. "Properties" button should be grayed when Publication Year and 
Specific Journal are not selected.
X X
48. No feedback on what Journal(s) have been chosen or what publication 
year set
X X
49. Button placement (Add/Delete buttons should be grouped with two list 
boxes)
X X
50. "Done" should not go to search form, should initiate search and display 
results. ("Done" button has unexpected function)
X X
51. Cancel button kills the Search Form also when Search Options is 
accessed from there.
X
52. Model is not clear X
53. Function of "Reset" is not clear X
54. Treating "Search In" frame of controls as the "View" frame of controls 
from the "View Options" DB. "Search In" label not clear
X
55. Not clear that you can't type in list-boxes X
56. Function of "Cancel" is not clear X
57. Labels of items in list box are not clear X
58. Function of Window Close "X" button is unclear X
59. Function of check boxes is not clear. Expect to act a buttons and show 
a new DB
X
Journal Selection Dialog Box
60. Button labels are confusing X X
61. Can set focus to both list boxes X
62. Button arrangement is confusing. Not consistent. Does not fit model. X
63. Function of "Done" is not clear X
64. Function of "Add" and "Delete" is not clear X
Publication Year Selection Dialog Box
65. Bad labels, they are confusing. X X
66. Poor layout, confusing. X X
Combine Searches Dialog Box
67. Button arrangement is confusing. X
68. Combine search is not initiated from this DB. It goes to the search form 
from "Done".
X X
69. Add and "Delete" buttons don’t gray out when there is nothing to add or 
delete
X X
70. DB looks like searches are going to Combine at first without doing 
anything. Come to DB and just hit "Done" without adding anything
X
71. Column Headers are not grayed and look functional, Try to click
"Search Term" to "Run" search.
X
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72. Not apparent that the bottom list-box is a list-box (may try to type in it) X
73. Model is not clear X
74. "Add" and "Delete" buttons not clear X
View Options Dialog Box
75. Difference between "Full Document" and "Text" is unclear. X
76. "Full Document" should not uncheck other check boxes and vise versa X X
77. Confusing button placement X
78. "Go View" should not be there. These options are global X
79. Function of "Go View" is not clear X
80. Label "Number or Documents to Return:" is not clear X
81. Not clear that these are global settings X
82. Function of check boxes is not clear. Expect to act a buttons and show 
a new DB
X
ViewerWindow
83. Icons are confusing X X
84. "Next Doc" and "Prev Doc" buttons look grayed out X
85. "Print" button sends stuff to printer even if nothing is marked. Seems 
like Everything goes. (Don’t know what is being printed).Should have
DB which asks you what you want to print (Tagging not apparent)
X X
86. A new dialog box appears to mark/tag documents X X
87. ToolTips are confusing X X
88. Documents are not in order X X
89. Document number panel on status bar is not big enough to view double 
digit documents (e.g. 100/100)
X X
90. Bottom scroll arrow should go to next doc. X
91. Not clear that there are 100 documents total in the list X
92. Not noticing help X
Mark Documents Dialog Box
93. Button arrangement is confusing
94. Model is not clear
95. Unclear on how to mark
96. Document name are not sorted when they go back
97. Just shows Document # in left list box, not enough information
98. Images are confusing (check mark)
99. Function of done is not clear
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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APPENDIX K
Professional's Severity Rating Questionnaire
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Problems Severity Rating
MDI Parent Window
10O.Starting point not clear 0 12 3 4
101 .Menu bar labels are unclear 0 12 3 4
102."0ld Search" is unclear 0 12 3 4
103."Research" as menu item is unclear 0 12 3 4
104 ."Save Search", unclear what is saving 0 12 3 4
105.Using "Exit" to dismiss active window 0 12 3 4
106.Menu items don't emulate toolbar 0 12 3 4
Main Window
107.Toolbar icons are confusing 0 12 3 4
108.Hard to differentiate between function of "Narrow" search and "Limit"
search as described by icons and tips
0 12 3 4
109.Viewer button mistaken as "View Options" 0 12 3 4
110.Can’t tell if some icons are grayed or not 0 12 3 4
111 .Column Headers are not grayed and look functional, Unsure of their
function
0 12 3 4
112.Poor placement of ToolTips (lower left corner) 0 12 3 4
113.ToolTips are not clear 0 12 3 4
114.Combine search brings up new dialog box when expectancy is to multi­
select then hit the button
0 12 3 4
115.Print Configuration and "Print" do the same thing 0 12 3 4
116 "Clear Search" button clears all searches and not just selected ones 0 12 3 4
117.No confirmation for Clear Search 0 12 3 4
118.When results come back, no indication of what to do next, unclear 0 12 3 4
119.Static Result documents may be in-place edited 0 12 3 4
120.Results from Narrow search or Limit search don’t indicate feedback of
original narrow term or limits
0 12 3 4
121 .Not clear that you must Select (Highlight) objects before manipulating
them.
0 12 3 4
122.No field to type into. Subjects want to type. 0 12 3 4
123.Function of ToolTip help is not clear (not moving arrow to get help) 0 12 3 4
124.When Item is not selected, Limit/Narrow default to first item in list 0 12 3 4
125.Column Header labels not clear 0 12 3 4
Search Form Dialog Box
126.Uncertainty on whether you may enter only one search term per text
box
0 12 3 4
127.Number of Words Between-which terms does it apply to? 0 12 3 4
128.Not clear on how to set date or other restrictions (search options) from
here.
0 12 3 4
129.When returning from a Limit Search, doesn’t show the limits that have
been applied (No Feedback).
0 12 3 4
13O.When returning from a Combine, Limit, or Narrow search, should not be
able to edit the search term(s)
0 12 3 4
131 .Title bar label is inconsistent with ToolTips from main screen 0 12 3 4
132."Options" button is not clear that it sets limits 0 12 3 4
133.Confusing instructions 0 12 3 4
134.Boolean connector combo box is not clear on its function 0 12 3 4
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135.Upon returning from this screen (from setting "Options") after putting 
two (or more) Boolean strings in two (or more) of the text boxes, the 
terms are put together in the first text box
0 12 3 4
Search Options Dialog Box
136.All checkbox is improperly used because it clears the other 
checkboxes.
0 12 3 4
137.Delete is not grayed when nothing is in the right list box 0 12 3 4
138.Add is not grayed when nothing is in the left list box 0 12 3 4
139.There is focus on both list boxes (something can be highlighted in both) 0 12 3 4
140.Selections do not stay highlighted when they are added or deleted.
User doesn’t decide when the highlight goes away.. .the system does.
0 12 3 4
141 .The function of "Add" and "Delete" is not clear 0 12 3 4
142.The function of "Done" is not clear 0 12 3 4
143.List boxes don’t refresh with new search from main screen 0 12 3 4
144.Labels are not clear "Limits" "Your Limits" 0 12 3 4
145."Properties" button is not clear. Not clear that properties need to be set 
for Publication Year and Specific Journal.
0 12 3 4
146."Properties" button should be grayed when Publication Year and 
Specific Journal are not selected.
0 12 3 4
147.No feedback on what Journal(s) have been chosen or what publication 
year set
0 12 3 4
148.Button placement (Add/Delete buttons should be grouped with two list 
boxes)
0 12 3 4
149."Done" should not go to search form, should initiate search and display 
results. ("Done" button has unexpected function)
0 12 3 4
15O.Cancel button kills the Search Form also when Search Options is 
accessed from there.
0 12 3 4
151 .Model is not clear 0 12 3 4
152.Function of "Reset" is not clear 0 12 3 4
153.Treating "Search In" frame of controls as the "View" frame of controls 
from the "View Options" DB. "Search In" label not clear
0 12 3 4
154.Not clear that you can't type in list-boxes 0 12 3 4
155.Function of "Cancel" is not clear 0 12 3 4
156.Labels of items in list box are not clear 0 12 3 4
157.Function of Window Close "X" button is unclear 0 12 3 4
158.Function of check boxes is not clear. Expect to act a buttons and show 
a new DB
0 12 3 4
Journal Selection Dialog Box
159.Button labels are confusing 0 12 3 4
16O.Can set focus to both list boxes 0 12 3 4
161 .Button arrangement is confusing. Not consistent. Does not fit model. 0 12 3 4
162.Function of "Done" is not clear 0 12 3 4
163.Function of "Add" and "Delete" is not clear 0 12 3 4
Publication Year Selection Dialog Box
164.Bad labels, they are confusing. 0 12 3 4
165.Poor layout, confusing. 0 12 3 4
Combine Searches Dialog Box
166.Button arrangement is confusing. 0 12 3 4
167.Combine search is not initiated from this DB. It goes to the search form 
from "Done".
0 12 3 4
168.Add and "Delete" buttons don’t gray out when there is nothing to add or 
delete
0 12 3 4
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169.DB looks like searches are going to Combine at first without doing 
anything. Come to DB and just hit "Done" without adding anything
0 12 3 4
170.Column Headers are not grayed and look functional, Try to click 
"Search Term" to "Run" search.
0 12 3 4
171 .Not apparent that the bottom list-box is a list-box (may try to type in it) 0 12 3 4
172.Model is not clear 0 12 3 4
173."Add" and "Delete" buttons not clear 0 12 3 4
View Options Dialog Box
174.Difference between "Full Document" and "Text" is unclear. 0 12 3 4
175."Full Document" should not uncheck other check boxes and vise versa 0 12 3 4
176.Confusing button placement 0 12 3 4
177."Go View" should not be there. These options are global 0 12 3 4
178.Function of "Go View" is not clear 0 12 3 4
179.Label "Number or Documents to Return:" is not clear 0 12 3 4
180.Not clear that these are global settings 0 12 3 4
181 .Function of check boxes is not clear. Expect to act a buttons and show 
a new DB
0 12 3 4
ViewerWindow
182.Icons are confusing 0 12 3 4
183."Next Doc" and "Prev Doc" buttons look grayed out 0 12 3 4
184 "Print" button sends stuff to printer even if nothing is marked. Seems 
like Everything goes. (Don’t know what is being printed).Should have
DB which asks you what you want to print (Tagging not apparent)
0 12 3 4
185.A new dialog box appears to mark/tag documents 0 12 3 4
186.ToolTips are confusing 0 12 3 4
187.Documents are not in order 0 12 3 4
188.Document number panel on status bar is not big enough to view double 
digit documents (e.g. 100/100)
0 12 3 4
189.Bottom scroll arrow should go to next doc. 0 12 3 4
190.Not clear that there are 100 documents total in the list 0 12 3 4
191 .Not noticing help 0 12 3 4
Mark Documents Dialog Box
192. Button arrangement is confusing
193. Model is not clear
194. Unclear on how to mark
195. Document name are not sorted when they go back
196. Just shows Document # in left list box, not enough information
197.Images are confusing (check mark)
198.Function of done is not clear
0 12 3 4
0 12 3 4
0 12 3 4
0 12 3 4
0 12 3 4
0 12 3 4
0 12 3 4
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